
(Wake + Wish + Will + Work + Wise = WIN)

If winning is easy, then we have more players than the spectators.  The 
combination of 5Ws is the key which unlock the winning vault.  

ravaged rock on the road, the people tend 
sole’s dirt/dung.  

 
Have we ever used our will of chisel

hidden in the ravaged rock? Are we ready to get the 
(hard work) which removes

ravaged rock? Can we idolize
 

WAKE : Sloth breeds

WISH  : Goal blossoms from wish. How can we cultivate it?
WILL   : Achievement

WORK : Perspire irrigates 
WISE  : Wisdom is the application of 

 
British Novelist J.K.Rowling was fired for dreaming while she slept in her 

chair but the old oak chair, which she used to write her famous Harry Potter, 
is being auctioned this week and expected to fetch INR 50 lakhs. Winning 

will not only make us famous b
the things we used.  

 
Facilitator: Mr.S.Dharmalingam 

Leap Academy - trained thousands of people on spoken English and soft skills for 
companies like Hyundai, Salcomp, 

Paints, Igarashi Motors, Gates Unitta, 
Limited, Sundram Fasteners, Sundram Brake Lining, Greaves Cotton, Wonjin 
Autoparts, Sodecia, Convenio Food, Nokia,  TVS Rubber, ATV Manufacturing, MATE, 

Shanmuga Precision Forging, Scigenics, SFA Tech. Creations, Srinivas Fine Art
S&T Engineers, Krishnaveni Carbons, Integra Automation, Ampo Valves, Perfect 

Engineers, Vasantha Advance Systems, Vamara Techware, etc. & Educational 
institutions like IRT, Sri Ramakrishna Polytechnic, Dr.MGR University, DMI College 
of Engineering, SSK Coimbatore, Sardar Raja Engineering College, Tirunelveli, ES 

College of Engineering Villupuram, Indian Public School, Doha, Qatar, etc. 

 

This workshop can be conducted for a group of 30 people at your place @ 
Rs.10,000/- per day which includes our faculty and transportation charges.

 
Please contact 

or email to : 

 

HABIT OF WINNING 
(Wake + Wish + Will + Work + Wise = WIN) 

 

If winning is easy, then we have more players than the spectators.  The 
combination of 5Ws is the key which unlock the winning vault.  

ravaged rock on the road, the people tend to use us to clean their shoe

will of chisel to uncover the monument which is 

hidden in the ravaged rock? Are we ready to get the blow of hammer
which removes our sheath of sloth to emerge the idol from 

Can we idolize our potential from idleness? 

Sloth breeds procrastination. How can we quarantine it?

blossoms from wish. How can we cultivate it?
Achievement sprouts from attitude. How can we grab it?

irrigates prosperity. How can we reap it? 
Wisdom is the application of intelligence. How can we enhance it?

British Novelist J.K.Rowling was fired for dreaming while she slept in her 

chair but the old oak chair, which she used to write her famous Harry Potter, 
is being auctioned this week and expected to fetch INR 50 lakhs. Winning 

will not only make us famous but also bring reverence and respect even for 

Facilitator: Mr.S.Dharmalingam – A graduate in Economics - co-founder of Quantum 

trained thousands of people on spoken English and soft skills for 
companies like Hyundai, Salcomp, JK Tyre, Apollo Tyre, MRF Tyre, UCAL, Asian 

ates Unitta, TVS Sundaram Industries, 
Limited, Sundram Fasteners, Sundram Brake Lining, Greaves Cotton, Wonjin 
Autoparts, Sodecia, Convenio Food, Nokia,  TVS Rubber, ATV Manufacturing, MATE, 

Shanmuga Precision Forging, Scigenics, SFA Tech. Creations, Srinivas Fine Art
S&T Engineers, Krishnaveni Carbons, Integra Automation, Ampo Valves, Perfect 

Engineers, Vasantha Advance Systems, Vamara Techware, etc. & Educational 
institutions like IRT, Sri Ramakrishna Polytechnic, Dr.MGR University, DMI College 

Coimbatore, Sardar Raja Engineering College, Tirunelveli, ES 

College of Engineering Villupuram, Indian Public School, Doha, Qatar, etc. 

can be conducted for a group of 30 people at your place @ 
per day which includes our faculty and transportation charges.

Please contact for further details on: +9841056077 

email to : quantumleapacad@gmail.com 

If winning is easy, then we have more players than the spectators.  The 
combination of 5Ws is the key which unlock the winning vault.  If we lie as a 

to use us to clean their shoe-

to uncover the monument which is 

blow of hammer 
emerge the idol from 

How can we quarantine it? 

blossoms from wish. How can we cultivate it? 
How can we grab it? 

 
ntelligence. How can we enhance it? 

British Novelist J.K.Rowling was fired for dreaming while she slept in her 

chair but the old oak chair, which she used to write her famous Harry Potter, 
is being auctioned this week and expected to fetch INR 50 lakhs. Winning 

ut also bring reverence and respect even for 

founder of Quantum 

trained thousands of people on spoken English and soft skills for 
Apollo Tyre, MRF Tyre, UCAL, Asian 

TVS Sundaram Industries, Turbo Energy 
Limited, Sundram Fasteners, Sundram Brake Lining, Greaves Cotton, Wonjin 
Autoparts, Sodecia, Convenio Food, Nokia,  TVS Rubber, ATV Manufacturing, MATE, 

Shanmuga Precision Forging, Scigenics, SFA Tech. Creations, Srinivas Fine Arts, 
S&T Engineers, Krishnaveni Carbons, Integra Automation, Ampo Valves, Perfect 

Engineers, Vasantha Advance Systems, Vamara Techware, etc. & Educational 
institutions like IRT, Sri Ramakrishna Polytechnic, Dr.MGR University, DMI College 

Coimbatore, Sardar Raja Engineering College, Tirunelveli, ES 

College of Engineering Villupuram, Indian Public School, Doha, Qatar, etc.  

can be conducted for a group of 30 people at your place @ 
per day which includes our faculty and transportation charges. 

further details on: +9841056077  


